2-In-1 Kitchen Brush!

Are you tired of using those worn out, bacteria collecting sponges for washing dishes?

[Time Code: .05-.08 seconds, .53-.56 seconds- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7C34-4tBok]

Dealing with the bulky brushes that don’t fit inside narrow containers?
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Possibly needing more than one head for everything?

[Time Code: .08-.16 seconds- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TzPy4Xyp24]

Now introducing the 2-In-1 Kitchen Brush for Scrub & Shake cleaning!
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Its unique design offers effective cleaning for every type of dish!
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What about those hard-to-reach bottles? No problem!
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Easily remove the brush head, drop in the bottle with soap, water, and shake clean!
Once shaking is finished, simply reattach the brush head to the handle!

It’s so fun, you’re kids will want to help!

Use it as your primary dish-cleaning tool

or for surface cleaning prior to using your dishwasher!

Its antimicrobial material prevents bacteria growth,

but feel free to toss it in the dishwasher for additional sanitation!

Scrub & Shake Cleaning with the 2-In-1 Kitchen Brush!
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